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1. During the Second World War a famous American linguist – Zellig S. Harris (with the collaboration of Charles A. Ferguson) – published an article about Moroccan phonology entitled The phonemes of Moroccan Arabic. Some years later, the French dialectologist Jean Cantineau wrote a crushing review of this article listing all errors and misunderstandings of the authors, especially those concerning vocalism. Both scholars justified themselves arguing that during the war in New York they could not find more than a couple of Moroccan native speakers (a lady from Casablanca and her husband from Berrechid).

2.1. This anecdote is representative of the situation of research on Moroccan dialects (Arabic or Berber): an important part of the publications on this subject has been written for practical purposes (for instance, handbooks meant for French, Spanish or German colonial policy, cultural and technical cooperation with Western countries, tourism, etc.).

That means that accurate philological descriptions were not the main goal of such studies. As a result of this peculiarity, until few decades ago we did almost not dispose of detailed and precise descriptions of Moroccan dialects: a really

---

1 His article appeared in the year 1942: on 8 November 1942 the Allied Western Task Force of the Operation Torch landed in the outskirts of Casablanca.
2 Cf. p. 242: “Ces erreurs portent surtout sur la quantité des voyelles, des longues étant notées comme brèves, sur leur timbre, sur l’insertion de voyelles de transition, sur des confusions de consonnes (q et k, ḥ et h, etc.)”. According to Harris, Moroccan Arabic would present a vocalic system of four short vowels (/i/, /u/, /a/, /ǝ/) and four long vowels (/iː/, /uː/, /aː/, /ǝː/).
3 Charles A. Ferguson wrote to Cantineau arguing that the aim of their article was to help American soldiers to learn Moroccan Arabic and that they had only very few time to prepare it (cf. Cantineau [1960]: 241).
4 There is an important number of interesting German publications concerning dialects (Berber an Arabic) in Morocco prior to the First World War; see for instance Fischer (1907) and (1918); Kampffmeyer (1899) and (1912).
5 However, this does not mean that the scientific value of such writings is always low; during the French colonial period, for instance, excellent studies have been published.
6 I cannot agree with Dominique Caubet when she says; "Moroccan Arabic is a well-known dialect described in numerous descriptions in the first half of the 20th century and studied in a number of recent publications" (EALL [2005-2009]: 274).
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surprising fact if we take into account that the first grammar of a Moroccan Arabic dialect was published 1800 by Dombay in Vienna, i.e., more than two centuries ago.

2.2. Some of the books published during the Protectorate contain text compilations – often with their translations and useful glossaries – but without a detailed description of the dialect concerned: this is the case, for instance, of three books by William Marçais, Louis Brunot or Victorien Loubignac, which are representative publications of this type. In such publications, it is hard to find out accurately the characteristic features of the dialect; it is necessary to deduce them by analyzing the whole texts (which unfortunately does not always have the data searched for).

2.3. In other cases, we have very good and accurate descriptions (from a linguistic point of view) of Moroccan Arabic but they do not correspond to a specific dialect. This is the case of the well-known book published by Richard Slade Harrell, a grammar which, according to what its author says in the foreword, reproduces basically the language of educated speakers from Fez, Rabat and Casablanca – a rather heterogeneous dialectal mixture because Fez and (old) Rabat have dialects of Pre-Hilalian type, whereas Casablanca has a Hilalian one (on the other hand, in this grammar the Arabic dialect spoken in Casablanca is conspicuous by its absence).

2.4. A peculiar case is Georges S. Colin’s Chréstomathie: this extensive – and useful – anthology contains a collection of texts about different traditional topics in Moroccan Arabic and from several places – very interesting from a philological and ethnographic point of view as well.

But for dialectological research his Chréstomathie has an important handicap because Colin – as he himself explains in the foreword – did modify the language of the original stories (which of course have been told to him in different dialects, according to the origins of his informants), adapting it to “the Middle Arabic dialect spoken in the important cities in the North: Rabat, Sale, Meknes and Fez”. In other words, he ‘normalized’ the texts, creating thus his own Moroccan dialectal

---

7 Cf. Dombay (1800).
8 Cf. Marçais (1911).
9 Cf. Brunot (1931) and (1952).
10 Cf. Loubignac (1952).
11 Another example is Kampffmeyer (1912) (published prior to the Protectorate) whose book is the solely source we have about the origins of the Arabic dialect spoken in Casablanca.
13 Harrell (1962).
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koine, and thereby dropping all characteristic features of the dialects spoken by his three main informants (natives of Marrakech, Rabat and Tangiers)\(^\text{15}\).

Obviously, such a collection of dialectal texts, due to its peculiar nature, is not a reliable source for the study of Moroccan dialects. To use it to analyze the vocalism of Moroccan Arabic – as it happened in some occasions (probably ignoring Colin’s ‘normalization’) – is thus not advisable.

3.1. In the last two decades, research on Moroccan dialects increased in a very significant way. Being Morocco a Pro-Western country, open to tourism and with millions of visitors each year, it is not surprising that the land has become a favorite research subject for American and European scholars; together with Tunisia, Morocco is today one of the few Arabic countries in which scientific research, especially in the field of Arabic dialectology, is still possible without danger.

3.2. A common characteristic of an important part of modern studies is that they are made by linguists or philologist often not acquainted with Arabic dialectology. Eastern Arabic dialects or Arabic/Semitic philology. Thus, Moroccan is regarded as an isolated language, and the features, which Moroccan dialects share with Eastern ones, are not considered at all.

These studies are often of very theoretical nature\(^\text{16}\) and show a surprising ignorance concerning the existing bibliography (especially older publications): this is especially the case in studies written by North African students, which made their PhDs in linguistics in American or European universities.

On the other hand, it is necessary to underline here that descriptions of Moroccan vocalism sometimes extract general conclusions based on data from only one dialect. Morocco has an extended variety of dialects (an important part of which has never been studied): it is of course dangerous to postulate general rules from such a small base. As we will later see, matters are more complex than it has generally been thought.

3.3. Nowadays, a new kind of researchers has appeared in the field of North African dialectology: the specialists in acoustic phonetics. In this case, to ignore research done by Arabists seems to be a common trend in their publications. Results of such researches are sometimes quite poor: for instance, to conclude that vowels in a Moroccan dialect are more central than in a Jordan one\(^\text{17}\) is truly not an exciting discovery.

\(^{15}\) The book has also texts from other regions (Warqa, etc.).

\(^{16}\) At times it seems that the dialect serves only to reaffirm some linguistic theories. Accurate transcriptions of Moroccan Arabic are completely neglected.

\(^{17}\) Cf. Al-Tamimi & Barkat-Defradas (2003).
In addition, in other cases serious methodological objections can be raised: in two papers, for instance, a comparison concerning vocalic length is made between a Moroccan dialect and Modern Standard Arabic\(^{18}\) – since nobody has Modern Standard Arabic as mother tongue, such a comparison is worthless.

4. In the following lines I will give a description of vocalism in Moroccan dialects based on reliable previous studies and on my own field research in Morocco. The conclusions in my paper are thus the results of data from different Moroccan dialects (Hilalian and pre-Hilalian, urban and rural), collected by several scholars over a long period of time of more than fifty years.

5.1. In general Moroccan dialects present a vocalic system based on five vowels, three long or medium and two short or ultra-short\(^{19}\):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
/\ddot{a}/ & /\ddot{i}/ & /\ddot{u}/ \\
/\ddot{a}l/ & /\ddot{u}l/
\end{array}
\]

5.2. This system is valid, for instance, for towns like Casablanca, Fez, Marrakech or Skûra\(^{20}\). Examples of minimal pairs for the short vowels are (examples from Casablanca)\(^{21}\):

- ḥǝbb “he kissed” ≠ ḥŭbb “love”
- ḥǝkk “he rubbed” ≠ ḥŭkk “small box”
- mǝdd “hold out!” ≠ mŬdd “container used for measuring grain”
- nǝqra “I will read” ≠ nŬqra “silver”
- ḥǝrr “more spicy than” ≠ ḥŬrr “free”.

\(^{18}\) Embarki (2004): 1 (“En ASC [= arabe standard contemporain] la quantité vocalique est phonologique, le rapport de durée voyelle longue/ voyelle brève varie entre 2 et 3.1), and Embarki (2007): 220: “In MSA, the long/ short vowel ratio varies between 2.0 and 3.1”.


\(^{20}\) It is not exact that Marrakech and Southern dialects “only have /ǝl/, i.e. four vocalic phonemes” (Caubet [2005-2009]). For instance, an opposition between /ǝl/ and /uːl/ in cases like ḥǝbb “he loved” ≠ ḥŬbb “love” exists in all dialects.

\(^{21}\) Cf. Aguadé (2003a): 91, 94.
Some speakers differentiate between ṼESS “text” ≠ ṼUSS “half” and ṼDRA “green (f.)” ≠ ṼDRA “vegetable”.

5.3. Due to the growing influence of standard Arabic through the modern media and generalization of schooling in the country, it is probably that in the future this list of minimal pairs will increase.

5.4. Quantity opposition is not very functional in Moroccan dialects due to the general loss of vowels\(^{22}\). However, minimal pairs can easily be found, as following examples show\(^{23}\):

\[
/lesai/ (\approx [a]) \neq /fuu/: \\
xamsa (\approx [xa:msa]) “five” ≠ xamsa (\approx [xa:msa]) “fifth (f.)” \\
hmag (\approx [hma:q]) “crazy” ≠ hmag (\approx [hma:q]) “he became crazy” \\
khul (\approx [kha:l]) “black” ≠ khul (\approx [kha:l]) “he turned black” \\
hmur (\approx [hma:r]) “red” ≠ hmur (\approx [hma:r]) “donkey”.
\]

\[
/ful/ ≠ /ful/: \\
dxul “enter!” ≠ dxul “entrance”.
\]

5.5. The fact that occasionally long vowels are phonetically realized as short (depending on the word inflection, the structure of the sentence and stress\(^{24}\)) is a general feature of Arabic dialects\(^{25}\).

6.1. As we have seen, the majority of the Moroccan dialects present a system based on three long and two short vowels. However, in North-eastern Morocco, between Debdou and Oujda, Peter Behnstedt found dialects with three long and three short vowels\(^{26}\):

---


\(^{24}\) Stress is never a distinctive feature in Moroccan dialects; stress in a phrase is absolutely free (as a result of the instability of short vowels cf. §8.1); cf. Aguadé (2005-2009): 289.


Examples of minimal pairs for the short vowels are:

/ā/ ≠ /ə/: ḥānna “grandmother” ≠ ḥanna “henna”, ḥāzāz “he made the pilgrimage” ≠ ḥūzūz “make the pilgrimage!”.

/ă/ ≠ /ɐ/: ḏăgg “he crushed” ≠ ḏūgg “crush!”, ṭāss “he sprinkled” ≠ ṭūss “sprinkle!”.

/ɐ/ ≠ /ŭ/: skɐt “he kept quiet” ≠ skūt “keep quiet!”, xɐt “he went out” ≠ xūt “go out!”.

6.2. In some Northern dialects an opposition /ā/ ≠ /ə/ serves to differentiate between perfect and imperfect. In Chauen, for instance, we find šādd “he closed” ≠ šūdd “close!”.

However, such an opposition is not a general feature of all Moroccan dialects (as it has been sometimes said); as far as I can see, it is limited to Northern dialects.

6.3. In Northern dialects (Anjra for instance) there seems to exist a vowel [i] (which sometimes alternates with [ə]) in words like bīnt ~ bənt “girl”, ẓībna ~ ẓəbna “we brought”, sādis “sixth”, ṭīl “child”, ṣṭta “six”, mīftāḥ “key”.

Diachronically this vowel corresponds to the [i] that these words have in Classical Arabic: however, it seems to be merely an allophone of /ə/ since no examples of minimal pairs of an opposition /ə/ ≠ /i/ are known.

7. The short diphthongs *-aw and *-ay of Classical Arabic are generally preserved in Northern and Jbala dialects as well as in some Hilalian dialects (ZSrū, for instance). Examples from Anjra are:

*yawm > yawm “day”*, *nawba > nawba “time, turn”, *lawḥa > lawḥa “wooden tablet”.

In most Moroccan dialects (for instance Rabat, Casablanca, Fez, Marrakech, Skura, etc.), though, such diphthongs are monophthongized.

8.1. A characteristic feature of Moroccan dialects is the instability of short vowels.
Common to all Moroccan dialects is that short vowels do not occur in open syllables or word-finally: \*daxaltu > daxalt “I entered”, \*fahima > fhom “he understood”, \*madīna > mādīna “town”, \*ṭarīq > ṭīq “way, path”.

In order to avoid the occurrence of a short vowel in an open syllable, vowel elision or metathesis takes place: șāfīr “he traveled” > șāfīru “they traveled”, kammal “he finished” > kammīltu “they finished”, ktāf “shoulder” > ktāfī “my shoulder” (but ktāf “shoulders” > ktāfī “my shoulders”), šrāb “he drank” > šrīb “they drank”.

So far as we know, this feature seems to be a general rule to all Moroccan dialects, either Hilalian or pre-Hilian, urban or rural.

8.2. Unfortunately, it is common that scholars ignore this fundamental rule when transcribing Moroccan dialects and aberrant transcriptions like katab (= ktāb “he wrote”), tofah (= taffāh “apples”), bḥāl (= bhāl “like”), skāno (= sōknu “they dwelled”), sḥārū = sḥbrū “be patient [pl.]!” etc., are quite frequent.

9. According to some scholars, the vocalic system mentioned above § 4.1.-4.2. would have only a short phoneme /a/, being /u/ merely a labialization of /a/32. It is true that in many cases /a/ (especially in contact with /g/, /k/, /q/, /k/, /l/, /m/, /b/, /f/, /t/) has an allophone /u/ which can be explained as a labialization of /a/. This is the case, for instance, in the Arabic dialect of Casablanca, where we find gūlt “I have said”, kānt “I was”, dxāl “enter!”, etc. in which the vowel /u/ can be explained as labialization (= gʿalt, kʿant, dxʿal)35. But examples like hōbb ≠ ḥūb, ḥq̄k ≠ ḥq̄k, madd ≠ mūdd, naqrā ≠ nūqrā, ḥq̄r ≠ ḥūrr, nūs ≠ nūṣ and xādā ≠ xūdā (cf. above § 4.2) show that in such cases the vowel /a/ is a full phoneme and is used for semantic differentiation (it is too the vowel of the Classical Arabic form of almost all these words)36.

10. It is usual to explain the loss of short vowels in North African dialects as influence of Berber substratum3. Since Berber was the language spoken in North

---

32 The only exception to this rule seem to be geminated verbs in the II form which insert a very short vowel /a/ to mark gemination of the medial consonant. For instance: xammātum “he thought” > xammītum “they thought”.
33 The exception being of course hassaniyya speakers in Southern Morocco.
34 Voigt (1996).
35 This pronunciation alternates with gslt, kmt, dxol (sometimes by the same speaker and in the same phrase).
37 Concerning the importance of Berber substratum in North African dialects (especially Moroccan ones) scholars have opposite views, ranging from a general assumption of Berber influence to a completely denial; cf. for instance Diem (1979): 52-56 (with a summary of different opinions concerning the influence of Berber substratum in Moroccan dialects). See also Aguád’ (2005-2009): 293 and Grand’Henry (1972): 33.

Juan Pedro Monferrer-Sala & Nader Al Jallad (eds.): The Arabic language across the ages. Wiesbaden: Dr. Ludwig Reichert Verlag, 2010.
ISBN: 978-3-89500-765-1
Africa prior to the Arabic conquests\(^{38}\) (and it is still spoken in large areas from Libya to Mauritania until today) substratum influence in this case seems very plausible and convincingly\(^{39}\). However, two serious objections to this theory can be made. First, if the loss of short vowels is due to Berber influence, which is thus the same substratum in the whole area, how can we explain the significant differences existing between Arabic dialects in North Africa?

Hassaniyya, for instance, presents short vowels in open syllables\(^{40}\). This is also the case in Libyan, and some Tunisian and Eastern Algerian dialects\(^{41}\). Only Moroccan and Western Algerian dialects present a generalized loss of short vowels in open syllables.

And second, in this context it is not out of place to take into account that the trend to drop out short vowels – especially in open syllables – is a common feature of almost all Arabic dialects\(^{42}\).

All these facts allows us (in my view) to postulate another, more nuanced opinion; it is plausible to assume that the loss of short vowels is not only due to the influence of Berber substratum but also follows a general trend which exists in other Arabic dialects.

**Biographical references**


---

\(^{38}\) Of course together with Latin, language spoken manly in the most important North African towns.

\(^{39}\) It is a common place to say that the loss of short vowels increases from East to West: in fact, it seems that there are mainly differences from North to South.

\(^{40}\) See Cohen (1963): 54ff.; Ould Mohamed-Baba (2008): 320. It is important to underline here that the arabization of Mauritania took place quite late (in comparison with Morocco); the Banū Hilāl tribes arrived there in the late Middle Ages, the influence of the substratum is thus more recent than in the main Moroccan towns.


Dombay, F. von (1800): Grammatica linguae Mauro-Arabicae juxta vernaculi idiomiatis usum, Vienna.


— (1912): Marokkanisch-arabische Gespräche im Dialekt von Casablanca. Mit
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WZKM: Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes.

ZDMG: Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenländischen Gesellschaft.